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TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT: 
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED, AIMED  
CEW EFFECTIVE 
 
Date: 5/1/2022 
Case#: SO22-1201 
Video: YES  
Medical Treatment: NO 
Offense(s): 243(E)(1) PC (Domestic Violence Battery, 211 PC (Robbery), 236 PC (False 
Imprisonment, 591.5 PC (Damage a Communication Device with Intent to Prevent Help) and 
148 PC (Resisting Arrest).  
 
Summary of Incident:  
On 4/28/2022, deputies were dispatched to a report of a domestic incident. Upon further 
investigation, deputies learned the suspect and victim were in a long-term dating relationship 
with children in common. During a child custody exchange, an argument ensued. During the 
argument, the suspect blocked the doorway to prevent the victim from leaving and wrapped his 
arms around her to prevent her from moving. He additionally removed her keys from her person 
and refused to return them. When the victim attempted to leave again, the suspect grabbed her by 
the arm and forced her back into the residence pulling her by the hair. The suspect took her cell 
phone to prevent her from calling law enforcement for help. Ultimately, the victim was able to 
free herself and call for law enforcement assistance from a land line. The suspect fled prior to the 
deputies’ arrival. Deputies determined the suspect to be in violation of 243(E)(1) PC (Domestic 
Violence Battery, 211 PC (Robbery), 236 PC (False Imprisonment, 591.5 PC (Damage a 
Communication Device with Intent to Prevent Help).  
 
After continuous efforts to locate the suspect, a deputy found him on 5/1/2022.  The deputy 
approached the suspect and ordered him to stop walking. The suspect continued to quickly walk 
away as the deputy gave him commends to stop. The deputy drew his department issued CEW, 
turned it on and pointed it at the suspect while continuing to give him commands to stop. Upon 
hearing the command from the deputy that he would deploy the CEW if the suspect did not 
comply, the suspect stopped and turned around. The deputy was able to take the suspect into 
custody without further incident. The CEW was not fired during this incident.  
 
 
 
TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT: 
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED, AIMED  
CEW NOT EFFECTIVE 



 
Date: 5/25/2022  
Case#: SO22-1457  
Video: YES 
Medical Treatment: YES 
Offense(s): 664/187 PC (Attempted Murder), 245 (a)(1) PC (Assault with a Deadly Weapon). In 
addition to the following California Vehicle Code Violations: 2800.2(A) CVC, 22350 CVC, 
22450 CVC, 22349(A) CVC, 21460(A) CVC, and 21651(B) CVC 
 
Summary of Incident:  
On 5/25/2022, deputies were dispatched to assist San Rafael Police Department in locating a 
subject who was suspected of stabbing a relative and leaving the area in his vehicle. A deputy 
located the vehicle in West Marin. The deputy attempted to conduct a traffic stop but the driver 
failed to yield to the deputy. The driver continued to flee from the deputy and additional 
responding deputies while violating multiple vehicle codes and traveling at a high rate of speed. 
Deputies attempted to apprehend the vehicle using spike strips but the suspect was able to avoid 
the spike strip and continue the pursuit. The suspect continued the pursuit for approximately 30 
miles until he ultimately crashed his vehicle.  Deputies approached the suspect in the damaged 
vehicle to place him into custody and provide medical assistance. As they approached, one 
deputy drew his department issued firearm and pointed at the suspect. Another deputy drew his 
department issued CEW, turned it on and pointed it at the suspect. While giving the suspect 
commands to safely exit the vehicle, deputies ultimately determined the suspect needed 
assistance exiting the vehicle. Another deputy transitioned to his department issued CEW, while 
deputies removed the suspect from the vehicle. The suspect was taken into custody and taken to 
the hospital for medical treatment. The CEW was not fired during this incident.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


